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Introduction to Images
What is an Image?
Images are “pictures” of objects that are formed in spaces where light rays meet. The law of reflection -– that the angle of

incidence is equal to the angle of reflection -- governs the construction of

images from any object that is placed in front of a mirror. When the mirror is a single flat surface, this construction is relatively
simple.
In the figure above, 1 marks where an image generated by the diffuse reflection of light at a person's nose originates. Light waves
bounce off the mirror and produce new rays, 2. To anyone whose eye is in the right position to sense one of these rays, it will
appear to have come from a single point behind the mirror, 3. This point will be where the tip of the image-person's nose appears
to be. The pattern of rays coming from the mirror is exactly the same as it would be if there were an actual face behind the mirror.

Real Images
Real images are those images that are produced where light actually converges. Real images happen when objects are placed
outside thefocal length of a converging lens or outside the focal length of aconverging mirror. A real image is illustrated below.

Ray Diagram

Ray tracing gives the position of an image by drawing one ray perpendicular to the lens, which must pass through the focal point,
and a second ray that passes through the center of the lens and is not bent by the lens. The intersection of the two rays gives the
position of the image. Note that the real image is inverted. The image also happens to be larger than the object, which happens
because the object is between f and 2f away from the lens. If the lens were farther away than 2f, the image would seem to be closer
to the lens than 2f, and would be smaller than the object.)

In this case the virtual image is upright and shrunken

Virtual images
Virtual images are formed bydiverging lenses or by placing an object inside the focal length of a converging lens.

Ray diagram

The ray-tracing exercise is repeated in the case of a virtual image.
In this case image is virtual and reduced in size

Virtual images can also be produced when an object is placed inside the focal length of converging lenses. In that case, the virtual
image is upright and enlarged, since it is further from thelens than the object.

Want to know more about real and virtual images?Click here to schedule a live session with an eAge eTutor!

About eAge Tutoring:
eAgeTutor.com is the premium online tutoring provider. Using materials developed by highly qualified educators and leading
content developers, a team of top-notch software experts, and a group of passionate educators, eAgeTutor works to ensure the
success and satisfaction of all of its students.
Contact us today to learn more about our guaranteed results and discuss how we can help make the dreams of the student in your
life come true!
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